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Abstract

Amongst the many different processes proposed for large scale carbon capture and storage

(CCS), high temperature CO2 looping has emerged as a favourable candidate due to the low

theoretical energy penalties that can be achieved. Many different materials have been pro-

posed for use in such a process, the process requiring fast CO2 absorption reaction kinetics, as
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well as being able to cycle the material for multiple cycles without loss of capacity. Lithium

ternary oxide materials, and in particular Li2ZrO3, have displayed promising performance but

further modifications are needed to improve their rate of reaction with CO2. Previous studies

have linked rates of lithium ionic conduction with CO2 absorption in similar materials, and in

this work we present work aimed at exploring the effect of aliovalent doping on the efficacy

of Li2ZrO3 as a CO2 sorbent. Using a combination of x-ray powder diffraction, theoretical

calculations and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance, we studied the impact of Nb, Ta and

Y doping on the structure, Li ionic motion and CO2 absorption properties of Li2ZrO3. These

methods allowed us to characterise the theoretical and experimental doping limit into the pure

material, suggesting that vacancies formed upon doping are not fully disordered, but instead

are correlated to the dopant atom positions, limiting the solubility range. Characterisation of

the lithium motion using variable temperature solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance confirms

that interstitial doping with Y retards the movement of Li ions in the structure, whereas va-

cancy doping with Nb or Ta results in a similar activation as Li2ZrO3. However, a marked

reduction in the CO2 absorption of the Nb and Ta doped samples suggests that doping also

leads to a change in the carbonation equilibrium of Li2ZrO3 disfavouring the CO2 absorption

at the reaction temperature. This study shows that a complex mixture of structural, kinetic and

dynamic factors can influence the performance of Li-based materials for CCS, and underscores

the importance of balancing these different factors in order to optimise the process.

Introduction

The ambitious targets set by governments around the world to reduce levels of greenhouse emis-

sions require the implementation of new technologies to simultaneously decarbonise the economy

while at the same time maintaining the economic output and growth that is expected to continue.

Many different technologies have been proposed to help reduce the amount of CO2 emissions from

various parts of the economy, in particular from the power production sector, with varying levels of

cost effectiveness and readiness. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) methods are going to be a nec-
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essary part of the mix of technologies used to meet these emissions targets, and their improvement

and implementation is the focus of much current research.1

The use of current mature CCS technologies such as liquid amines imposes a very large energy

penalty (∼8-12.5%) to their associated power plants, in addition to problems with corrosion and

degradation caused by the hazardous solvents.2,3 This reduction in generation efficiency leads to

higher electricity prices, and as such it is desirable to develop new technologies with lower energy

penalties so as to be able to implement CCS on a much wider scale, with only a few full-scale

reactors currently being used.

A promising new approach involves the reversible reaction of CO2 with various alkali oxide

materials at elevated temperatures, resulting in the separation of CO2 from the flue gas, ready for

storage. The process is generally known as high temperature CO2 absorption looping, as the ma-

terial involved can be looped between its carbonated and regenerated states many times to perform

an efficient separation. The most studied system is CaO-CaCO3, which has a projected energy

penalty of 6-8%, representing a marked improvement over other currently used processes.2,4 This

is in part due to the fact that this process operates at very high temperatures (923–1223 K), which

allows for the reintegration of waste heat back into the power generation cycle. However, the

CaO-CaCO3 system suffers from capacity fading after cycling for a long period of time, making it

necessary to constantly inject new material into the CO2 looping process.5

Many oxides of alkali and alkali earth metals including Li2O,6 MgO,7 Li2ZrO3,8,9 Li6Zr2O7,10

Li4SiO4,11 Li5AlO4,12 have been shown to be potential candidates for intermediate and high tem-

perature CO2 sorbents, and to be capable of reversibly reacting with CO2 at elevated temperatures.

Importantly, these materials have been shown to achieve stable capacities upon repeated cycling,

offering a more materials-cost efficient alternative to CaO for CO2 looping.

After CaO, Li2ZrO3 was the first material to be studied intensively that undergoes reversible

carbonation:8

Li2ZrO3 +CO2 −−→ Li2CO3 +ZrO2 (1)
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The reaction is exothermic, and generally occurs at lower temperatures than the CaO-CaCO3 sys-

tem (673–873 K), an advantage that would lead to lower energy penalties for use in CCS. However,

subsequent studies showed that the very slow kinetics of the carbonation reaction would limit its

use in a cyclic process.13 A double shell model for the carbonation of Li2ZrO3 was proposed by

Ida et al., in which the initial rapid reaction of CO2 with Li2ZrO3 first forms an outer layer of

Li2CO3 around a layer of ZrO2 covering a core of unreacted Li2ZrO3.14 After this initial absorp-

tion process, carbonation can continue, but requires the motion of Li + and O 2– ions through the

ZrO2 and Li2CO3 layers or through the grain boundaries, leading to a kinetically limited reaction

rate.

Our previous research in this area has sought to directly measure the rate of ionic motion in

CCS materials in order to understand its connection with the observed carbonation reaction be-

haviour better. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is well suited to such an analysis, being able to

directly probe a nucleus of interest for both its local structural environment via the chemical shift,

as well as quadrupolar interactions for some nuclei (including 7Li and 17O), making it possible

to access information about rates of atomic and ionic motion over a wide range of timescales be-

tween∼ 103−107 s−1. A combined 7Li and 17O variable temperature NMR study on Li2CO3
15 (a

common component in all Li-based CO2 looping systems) found a correlation between increased

rates of Li ionic motion at higher temperatures and increased rates of CO 2–
3 rotation, with these

increases in ionic mobility occurring over the same temperature range as the marked increase in

carbonation kinetics of materials such as Li5AlO4 and Li2CuO2.16–18 Indeed, similar NMR experi-

ments have recently been performed on Li2ZrO3 to determine the activation energy and mechanism

for Li ionic conduction, finding that above 500 K there is an abrupt thermally activated diffusion

of Li ions through the structure with an activation energy of ∼0.64 eV.19

Given the importance of ionic conductivity on the behaviour of these materials, new chemical

modifications that seek to modify a materials’ rate of diffusion could lead to associated changes

in its CO2 absorption properties. A common modification involves the mixing of Li2ZrO3 with

other materials such as K2CO3 or Na2CO3 in the hope of improving reaction rates. The addition of
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K2CO3 has been shown to lead to faster carbonation rates as compared to undoped Li2ZrO3,9,20–22

potassium and lithium forming a eutectic molten carbonate on the surface of sorbent particles

which is proposed to aid lithium and oxygen ion conduction.23 The addition of Na to form mix-

tures of Li2ZrO3 and Na2ZrO3 also created sorbents with improved reaction kinetics,24,25 with

absorption rates approximately twenty times faster for 5 % doped Li2ZrO3.26

Kato et al. in their comparative studies of the CO2 absorption properties of Li2ZrO3 and

Li4SiO4, expanded upon the connection between ionic conduction and absorption kinetics.27 A

reason put forward to explain the observed superior CO2 absorption properties of Li4SiO4 over

Li2ZrO3, the former being able to absorb CO2 faster at lower partial pressures and lower temper-

atures, is the improved Li + mobility due to more available sites for lithium-hopping. There are

six crystallographically distinct Li sites in ordered Li4SiO4, each with partial occupancy factors

between 1
3 and 2

3 , and taken together they form a continuous network constructed from edge and

corner sharing LiO4, LiO5 and LiO6 polyhedra.28 Consistent with this analysis, introducing Li

vacancies through doping with P or S or Li interstitials with Al greatly improves the ionic conduc-

tivity of Li4SiO4 through activation of these lithium ion conduction pathways.29

Despite many studies on hetero, non-alkali doping in Li4SiO4, to our knowledge no similar

studies have been carried out on Li2ZrO3. In this work we present experimental studies into the in-

fluence of Nb, Ta and Y doping on the ionic conduction and CO2 absorption properties of Li2ZrO3

using both variable-temperature (VT) NMR and TGA methods. Doping Zr with 5+ atoms such

as Nb and Ta is expected to lead to the formation of Li ion vacancies, whereas doping with 3+

atoms such as Y is expected to lead to the formation of Li interstitials, allowing the comparison of

the influence of these two different modifications. Through the analysis of the NMR data we were

able to determine the activation energy of Li ion diffusion in these doped materials and compare it

to the undoped material as reported in Baklanova et al.,19 before considering these results in the

context of the observed CO2 absorption behaviour of these doped materials. This work explores

the influence of doping on both ionic conduction and CO2 absorption, allowing deeper insights to

be gained into the underlying mechanism of CO2 absorption by mixed lithium oxides.
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Experimental Methods

Synthesis and characterisation

Samples in the solid-solution series Li2-xZr1-xNbxO3 and Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3 (x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.25)

were prepared from Li2CO3 (Sigma Aldrich,99.997%), ZrO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99%), Nb2O5 (Sigma

Aldrich, 99.9%) and Ta2O5 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%), while Li2+xZr1-xYxO3 (x = 0.05, 0.10) samples

were prepared from Li2CO3, ZrO2 and Y2O3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.999%). Stoichiometric quantities of

the starting materials were weighed out and ground in an agate mortar and pestle with EtOH. The

samples were then placed in alumina crucibles and calcined for 12 hours at 873 K and then for

two periods of 12 hours at 1173 K, with regrinding between each step. The Li2-xZr1-xNbxO3 and

Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3 samples were further calcined for another 12 hours at 1273 K. To ensure sample

purity, room-temperature X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a Panalytical

X’Pert Pro diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation.

Secondary and backscattered electron micrographs were collected using a field emission gun

scanning electron microscope (Camscan MX2600) operating at an accelerating voltage of 25 kV.

20 nm of Pd was sputter-deposited on specimens to minimize charging. Energy dispersive X-ray

(EDX) spectra were collected using an Oxford Instruments Inca x-act detector. The sample area

investigated at 25 kV in LiZrO3 is estimated to be ∼150 µm2. Multiple areas across 3 particles

were examined to confirm the homogeneous distribution of substituted elements.

Theoretical calculations

The energetic cost of forming Li vacancies in Li2ZrO3 by replacing Zr 4+ with Nb 5+ or Ta 5+ was

assessed using plane-wave based density functional theory (DFT). One of the four crystallograph-

ically equivalent Zr 4+ ions within the experimental unit cell of Li2ZrO3
30 was replaced with the

Nb 5+ and Ta 5+ ion, and SimDope.py31 was then used to generate the eight symmetrically unique

cells generated by placing Li vacancies at one of the two crystallographically distinct Li sites

within the unit cell. The resulting cells have a composition of Li7Zr3(Nb,Ta)O12, equivalent to
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Li2-xZr1-x(Nb,Ta)xO3 (x = 0.25). Further calculations were performed in a 2×2×2 supercell, sub-

stituting one Zr for Ta, equivalent to Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3 (x = 1/32), giving 40 symmetrically unique

cells. The atomic positions and cell parameters were optimised for every doping configuration

until all atomic forces were below 0.01 eV/Å.

All DFT calculations were performed using the VASP code,32 with the PBE functional33 and

using the projector augmented wave method34 to treat core electrons. A plane-wave cutoff of 600

eV was used, along with a 5×3×5 k-point grid for the Li2ZrO3 sized cells, and a 3×2×3 k-point

grid in the larger supercells.

The stability of the lowest energy doped cell at 0 K was assessed by comparing the energy

of the cell to that of the convex hull of experimentally reported Li+-Zr 4+-(Nb,Ta)5+-O 2– phases:

Li2O, ZrO2, Li2ZrO3, Nb2O5, LiNbO3, Li3NbO4, Ta2O5, LiTaO3, and Li3TaO4. The structures

of these phases were taken from the ICSD,35 and their energies obtained following a full cell and

structure optimisation using equivalent DFT parameters to those described above. Convex hulls

were constructed using the pymatgen software.36

Finite temperature effects were included by calculating the mixing entropy, ∆S1
mix, of the doped

phase, Li2-xZr1-x(Nb,Ta)xO3, assuming disorder of the (1-x) Zr 4+ and x Nb 5+/Ta 5+ ions on the

same crystallographic site, and treating the Li+ ions and vacancies as being similarly disordered

with (1-x/2) Li+ ions and x/2 vacancies on each of the two crystallographic Li sites in Li2ZrO3. In

this case,

∆S1
mix = kBx ln(x)+(1− x) ln(1− x)+2[(x/2) ln(x/2)+(1− x/2) ln(1− x/2)]. (2)

An alternative mixing entropy, ∆S2
mix, was calculated assuming that the Li vacancy was always

located adjacent to the dopant atom, such that only the contribution from Zr 4+ and Nb 5+/Ta 5+ ions

was included:

∆S2
mix = kBx ln(x)+(1− x) ln(1− x). (3)
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The doping free energy, ∆Fn
dope, was then calculated as ∆Fn

dope = x∆Hdope− T ∆Sn
mix, where

∆Hdope is the previously calculated height of the doped system above the convex hull at a concen-

tration of x = 0.25.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

7Li NMR spectra were obtained at 9.4 T on a Bruker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer operating at

a Larmor frequency of 155.46 MHz. Variable temperature measurements from room temperature

to 771 K were performed using a Bruker laser probe.37,38 Temperature calibration of the probe

was carefully performed by using the 79Br resonance of KBr39 over the whole temperature range.

The temperatures given in the text correspond to actual sample temperatures with an estimated

accuracy of ±10, 20 and 30 K in the 293–473 K, 473–673 K and 673–771 K temperature ranges.

Samples were packed in 4 mm BN inserts within 7 mm zirconia rotors, which were subsequently

spun at 4 kHz. One-dimensional experiments were performed with a rotor-synchronised spin-echo

pulse sequence with a 1.33 µs excitation pulse. Relaxation experiments were performed with a

saturation recovery pulse sequence. The 7Li chemical shifts were externally referenced to 1 M

LiCl in H2O at 0 ppm.

Thermogravimetry

The carbonation behaviour of the samples was investigated using a thermogravimetric analyser

(TGA/DSC 1, Mettler Toledo) operating at atmospheric pressure, as described in our previous

studies of CCS materials.40 In each experiment, a sample of ∼20 mg of powder was placed in a

70 µL alumina crucible, supported on a cantilever-type balance. Gases were fed to the reaction

chamber through three gas ports, viz. reactive gas, purge gas and protective gas. The reaction

chamber was electrically heated by a tubular furnace surrounding the balance. Both the protective

gas and the purge gas were N2, and were fed to the TGA reaction chamber with a flow rate of 50

mL min−1. The reactive gas was a stream of pre-mixed N2 and CO2, fed by a capillary so that

the gas could flow over the top of the crucible. The partial pressure of CO2 at the surface of the
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solid sample was adjusted by varying the mix of N2 and CO2 in the reactive gas, while keeping a

constant overall flow rate of 50 mL min−1.

The actual CO2 concentration at the gas-solid interface was calibrated against the well-understood

thermodynamic CaO/CaCO3 carbonation equilibrium.41 For example, when a carbonated sample

of pure CaO (98 wt %) was slowly heated in a specific mixture of CO2 and N2, the temperature

at the onset of CaCO3 decomposition was recorded and the corresponding CO2 partial pressure

in contact with the solid phase was determined from the phase diagram of the CaO-CaCO3-CO2

system. In the carbonation experiments, the samples were heated from 373 K to either 873 K or

973 K under a specific partial pressure of CO2, i.e. a specific N2/CO2 ratio, while the calcination

experiments were carried out at 1273 K under N2.

Results

Powder X-ray Diffraction

The x-ray diffraction patterns of Li2-xZr1-xNbxO3 and Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3 for x = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25

and 0.5 are shown in Figure 1. In the case of both systems, even at the smallest dopant level of

x = 0.05, peaks corresponding to impurity phases of Li3NbO4
42 or Li3TaO4

43 and ZrO2
44 can be

observed in addition to the peaks from the known monoclinic Li2ZrO3 structure.30

As the level of Nb doping increases, a shift in the position of the reflections of the Li2ZrO3

to higher angles indicates a reduction in lattice parameters consistent with the substitution of the

smaller Nb or Ta atom for Zr, the atomic radii decreasing from 0.72 Å for Zr to 0.64 Å for Nb and

Ta.45 This shows that while the addition of Nb or Ta leads to the formation of impurity phases,

there is nevertheless some incorporation into Li2ZrO3. SEM-EDX analysis of Li1.95Zr0.95Nb0.05O3

confirms this observation, as X-ray fluorescence of both Nb and Zr are seen in individual particles

(see Supporting Information).

To obtain more accurate information as to the amount of Zr substitution for Nb or Ta, we

performed Rietveld refinements on the data using GSAS with the graphical interface EXPGUI.46,47
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Figure 1: X-ray diffractograms (λ = 1.54056 Å) of (a) Li2-xZr1-xNbxO3 and (b) Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3,
with x = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5. Reflections corresponding to the different phases presents are
marked. Even at the lowest doping levels impurity phases of Li3NbO4, Li3TaO4 and ZrO2 can be
seen, indicating a low solubility limit of Nb and Ta into Li2ZrO3.
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A sample multiple phase refinement for the sample with nominal composition Li1.75Zr0.75Nb0.25O3

is shown in Figure 2. From the refinements it was also possible to extract phase fractions for the

different phases present, labelled n1, n2 and n3 corresponding to the synthesis reaction:

(1− x
2
)Li2CO3 +(1−x)ZrO2 + x(Nb,Ta)2O5 −−→

n1Li2−yZr1−y(Nb,Ta)yO3 +n2Li3(Nb,Ta)O4 +n3ZrO2 +(1− x
2
)CO2 (4)

This allows us to relate the nominal amount of doping, x, with the actual amount of doping, y, by

using the refined phase fractions in the following equation:

y =
x−n2

n1
(5)

The refined phase fractions for the different nominal amounts of Nb and Ta doping, along

with the derived actual dopant concentrations, are shown in Table 1. From these results it can

be seen that despite the presence of small amounts of impurities, the members of the solid so-

lution correspond well (within error) to their nominal composition. The exception to this is the

Li1.75Zr0.75Ta0.25O3 sample, with a derived dopant concentration of x≈ 0.35 compared to the nom-

inal x = 0.25. A possible source of this error is the extent of peak overlap between the Li2ZrO3

and Li3TaO4 phases in the sample, leading to inaccuracies in the refined phase fractions.

Table 1: Rietveld-refined phase fractions and calculated value of dopant, y, for the Nb and Ta
doping of Li2ZrO3.
Dopant Nominal doping Phase Fractions Actual doping

M x Li2-yZr1-yMyO3, n1 Li3MO4, n2 ZrO2, n3 y
Nb 0.00 0.908 ± 0.001 0 0.092 ± 0.001 0

0.05 0.896 ± 0.002 0.002 ± 0.001 0.102 ± 0.002 0.054 ± 0.003
0.10 0.873 ± 0.001 0.022 ± 0.003 0.105 ± 0.006 0.089 ± 0.012
0.25 0.553 ± 0.007 0.123 ± 0.004 0.324 ± 0.004 0.230 ± 0.008

Ta 0.00 0.908 ± 0.001 0 0.092 ± 0.001 0
0.05 0.910 ± 0.002 0.006 ± 0.003 0.084 ± 0.009 0.048 ± 0.002
0.10 0.899 ± 0.005 0.012 ± 0.002 0.090 ± 0.003 0.098 ± 0.002
0.25 0.531 ± 0.002 0.063 ± 0.003 0.405 ± 0.006 0.351 ± 0.003
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Figure 2: Indexed XRD diffractograms (λ = 1.54056 Å) and refinements for Li1.75Zr0.75Nb0.25O3.
The experimental data points are shown in red, with the pattern obtained from the Rietveld
refinements overlaid in black, and the difference curve below. The three phases indexed are
Li1.75Zr0.75Nb0.25O3 (green), Li3NbO4 (orange) and ZrO2 (blue).

In the case of Y-doped Li2ZrO3, like the previous solid solutions, impurity phases were ob-

served in the x-ray diffractograms of the x = 0.05 and 0.1 Li2+xZr1-xYxO3 samples (Figure 3),

although they were unable to be indexed. A shift in reflections to lower angles with increasing

Y doping denotes an increase in lattice parameters consistent with the substitution of the larger Y

atom (ionic radii 0.9 Å). Further details regarding the refined lattice parameters can be found in the

Supporting Information.

Computational results

DFT calculations were performed to investigate the replacement of 25% of the Zr 4+ ions with

Nb 5+ or Ta 5+ ions in Li2ZrO3 along with the introduction of Li vacancies. The lowest energy

doped configurations for Nb 5+ and Ta 5+ replacement (Figure 4) were 0.54 eV/Nb atom and 0.42

eV/Ta atom above the convex hull of the experimentally reported Li+-Zr 4+-(Nb,Ta)5+-O 2– phases.

While these lowest energy configurations place the vacancy next to the dopant, the cell is too small

to conclude that this configuration is the most stable in larger cells with doping levels much closer
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Figure 3: X-ray diffractograms (λ = 1.54056 Å) of Li2+xZr1-xYxO3, with x = 0, 0.05, and 0.1.
Reflections corresponding to the Li2ZrO3 phase are indexed as shown. Some very weak reflections
(marked by asterisks) could not be indexed, and were assumed to arise from the presence of small
amounts of impurity phases.

to those achieved experimentally. The energies of all the calculated configurations for the Nb and

Ta doped systems relative to the energies of the corresponding binary oxides (Li2O, Nb2O5, Ta2O5

and ZrO2) are shown in Figure 5.

For both Nb and Ta, the enthalpy of doping, ∆Hdope, is positive, showing that at 0 K the doped

compositions are unstable relative to a combination of the parent compound Li2ZrO3, ZrO2 and

Li3(Nb,Ta)O4. This is in good agreement with the high fraction of impurity phases seen in the x =

0.25 experimental samples (Figure 1). The Ta doped compound has the lowest ∆Hdope, suggesting

that it should be easier to introduce Ta than Nb into Li2ZrO3. On this basis, Ta was chosen for

an investigation of the doping enthalpy at a lower concentration of 3.125% replacement of Zr 4+

ions in 2×2×2 supercells. The lowest energy doped configuration at this concentration was only

0.02 eV/Ta atom above the convex hull, significantly lower than the 0.42 eV/Ta computed at the

higher concentration (Figure S4). The repulsive interactions between doped Ta 5+ ions will be

much stronger at higher doping concentrations, where the average Ta 5+-Ta 5+ separation is reduced,
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Figure 4: The lowest energy doping configurations computed for (a) Nb and (b) Ta in cells with
composition Li7Zr3(Nb,Ta)O12. The coordination polyhedra of Li, Zr, Nb and Ta are shown in
green, grey, purple and blue respectively, with O atoms in red. The vacant Li site is shown as a
white sphere.
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Li-Zr-Ta-O hull

Li-Zr-Nb-O hull

Figure 5: Energies of the DFT geometry-optimised configurations for Li2-xZr1-xNbxO3 (x = 0.25,
purple markers) and Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3 (x = 0.03125, 0.25, blue markers), relative to the energies
of the corresponding binary oxides Li2O, ZrO2 and Nb2O5 or Ta2O5. The solid lines represent
the convex hull for the systems, i.e. if a configuration lies on or below this line it is theoretically
stable with respect to the other compositions in the Li-Ta-Zr-O (purple) or Li-Ta-Zr-O (blue) phase
diagrams.

leading to a concentration dependent increase in the doping enthalpy per substituted Ta 5+ ion.

Although the doped compounds are predicted to be unstable at 0 K even at low concentrations,

configurational entropy due to the crystallographic disorder between Zr 4+ and dopant ions, and

Li+ ions and vacancies, can stabilise doped compounds at finite temperatures. If full site disorder

is included in the calculation of mixing entropy, then the doping free energies, ∆F1
dope, versus

doping level, x, at the synthesis temperature of 1273 K are negative across the doping range up

to x = 0.25, even taking the highest value of the doping enthalpy, with the doped compound more

stable than the decomposition products (Figure 6). However, this is likely to be an upper limit on

the estimation of stability. Comparison of the different possible calculated doping configurations

shows that the energies of the most and least stable configurations differs by 0.6 eV/dopant atom

for Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3 (x = 1/32), with no correlation seen between doping enthalpy and vacancy-

Ta 5+ separation (Figure S5). However, if we restrict the mixing entropy by assuming the positions

of vacant Li sites are highly correlated to the positions of dopant atoms, as calculated in ∆F2
dope,
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this leads to a much smaller region of stability (Figure 6). In this case Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3 is predicted

to be stable up to a doping limit of x = 0.05, and Li2-xZr1-xNbxO3 only up to x = 0.01. This small

region of stability matches much better with the low limit of doping seen experimentally for these

systems, indicating that entropy of mixing on the dopant site must be the dominant driving force

for substitution, overcoming any enthalpic variance.

Li2-xZr1-xNbxO3 full disorder

Li2-xZr1-xTaxO3 full disorder

Li 2-x
Zr 1-x

Nb x
O 3

 partia
l disorder

Li 2-x
Zr 1-x

Ta x
O 3

 partial disorder

Figure 6: Doping free energies for Nb (purple) and Ta (blue) in Li2-xZr1-x(Nb,Ta)xO3 as a function
of doping level, x. Solid lines show the values of ∆F1

dope, for which full disorder is assumed over
both the (Zr,Nb,Ta) and (Li,vacancy) sites. Dotted lines show the values of ∆F2

dope, for which it is
assumed that the positions of vacant Li sites are highly correlated to the positions of dopant atoms,
such that only disorder on the (Zr,Nb,Ta) contributes to mixing entropy. A negative value of the
doping free energy represents thermodynamic stability of the doped compound against decompo-
sition into competing phases.

7Li NMR

For the purpose of determining the influence of dopants on the rate of Li ionic motion in the

Li2ZrO3 structure, the x = 0.05 samples were subjected to a suite of variable-temperature 7Li

solid-state NMR experiments. From the XRD results, these samples are mostly phase pure within

the parent Li2ZrO3 crystal structure, and therefore should provide a valid comparison to the motion

observed in pure Li2ZrO3.
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The room-temperature 7Li MAS NMR spectra for Li1.95Zr0.95Nb0.05O3, Li1.95Zr0.95Ta0.05O3

and Li2.05Zr0.95Y0.05O3 are shown in Figure 7, measured over the temperature range 295–773 K

(spectra for undoped Li2ZrO3 are shown in the Supporting Information). The room temper-

ature spectra for each sample are similar, showing an intense central transition (CT) resonance

for this I = 3/2 quadrupolar nucleus at approximately 0 ppm, together with a spinning sideband

manifold associated with the first-order quadrupolar-broadened satellite transitions (STs) extend-

ing over the range −200 to +200 ppm. While there are 2 distinct Li environments in the Li2ZrO3

structure, the small chemical shift range of 7Li (∼2 ppm) coupled with significant broadening due

to 7Li -7Li homonuclear dipole-dipole interactions means that the two similar environments cannot

be resolved.

As the temperature is increased, the ST spinning sideband linewidth broadens (measured as full

width at half maximum, FWHM), reaching a maximum at around 573 K for Li1.95Zr0.95Nb0.05O3

and Li1.95Zr0.95Ta0.05O3 and 673 K for Li2.05Zr0.95Y0.05O3 where they cannot be observed, before

abruptly narrowing upon further heating (Figure 8). Changes in ST spinning sideband linewidth

are a clear indication of ionic or molecular motion, as seen in other materials.15,48,49 In the case of

the Li2ZrO3 structure, this corresponds to hopping of the Li ions between the two crystallographic

sites, leading to initial broadening of the ST transitions, before narrowing at high temperatures

when only a single averaged site is observed on the NMR timescale.19 Both the Nb and Ta doped

materials behave quite similarly, while the Y doped material shows a similar broadening and then

narrowing behaviour, but at a higher temperature. This is indicative of different rates of Li ionic

mobility, and the following measurements aim to quantify this difference.

Quantitative information about the rates of ionic motion could be obtained from the determi-

nation of the spin-lattice relaxation times T1, which are sensitive to correlation times on the order

of the Larmor frequency, that is ∼108 Hz. Inverse T1 times as a function of temperature are plot-

ted in Figure 9. At higher temperatures there is an approximately linear correlation for all three

doped samples, indicating Arrhenius behaviour and leading us to assume that the change in T1

with temperature is due to changes in the ionic motion in the material occurring on the MHz scale.
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Li1.95Zr0.95Ta0.05O3

Li2.05Zr0.95Y0.05O3

Figure 7: 7Li MAS NMR spectra for Li1.95Zr0.95Nb0.05O3 , Li1.95Zr0.95Ta0.05O3 and
Li2.05Zr0.95Y0.05O3 measured at 295 K. All samples show a familiar pattern for a non-integer spin
nucleus, with a sharp CT at∼0 ppm, and a set of spinning sidebands from the satellite transitions.
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Figure 8: 7Li MAS NMR spectra for Li1.95Zr0.95Nb0.05O3, Li1.95Zr0.95Ta0.05O3 and
Li2.05Zr0.95Y0.05O3 measured from 295–773 K. The spectra were normalised between samples to
the intensity at 295 K. For all the samples a similar behaviour is observed upon increasing temper-
ature: a narrowing of the central transition linewidth and a broadening and subsequent narrowing
of the satellite transition linewidths.

Additionally, the rapid increase in T−1
1 at higher temperatures indicates the possible exis-

tence of a diffusion-induced maximum value that was inaccessible within the experimental

temperature range.

Thermogravimetric measurements

In order to investigate the effect of doping on the CO2 absorption properties, both undoped Li2ZrO3

and the three doped samples (x = 0.05) were heated isothermally at 823 K for 60 h under flowing

CO2. The resulting normalised mass curves are shown in Figure 10. All the doped samples showed

lower levels of CO2 absorption than pure Li2ZrO3, with the Nb and Ta doped samples in particular

showing somewhat surprisingly very minimal absorption.
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Figure 10: Normalised mass traces for both undoped Li2ZrO3 and the Nb, Ta and Y doped samples
(x = 0.05), heated isothermally at 823 K for 60 h under CO2.
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Discussion

In order to compare the rates of ionic mobility, and the activation energies of the conduction process

in the three materials, we use a common parameter, the inverse correlation time τ−1
c , that can be

derived from the T1 fitting using a relationship previously used in similar studies:50,51

1
T1

=
2π2

25
·C2

Q ·

(
1+

η2
Q

3

)
·
[

τc

1+ω2
0 τ2

c
+

4τc

1+4ω2
0 τ2

c

]
(6)

where ω0 is the 7Li Larmor frequency (ω0
2π

(7Li ) = 155.46 MHz at 9.4 T), and values of the

quadrupole coupling constant CQ (99 kHz) and asymmetry parameter ηQ (0.17) were taken from

the average experimentally determined values for pure Li2ZrO3 measured at room temperature.

These values are similar to those from another recent NMR study of Li2ZrO3 (CQ = 86 kHz, ηQ =

0.08) by Baklanova et al.19

If we take the τ−1
c values to be equal to the average jump rates of their respective processes, τ−1,

we can fit the linear parts of each curve to estimate the activation energy EA and pre-exponential

factor τ
−1
i for the ionic motion using the Arrhenius relationship:51

τ
−1 = τ

−1
i · exp

(
− EA

kBT

)
(7)

The results from this fitting are shown in Figure 11 and Table 2. It should be noted that this

activation energy is mainly sensitive to local motion in the materials, and does not account for

self-correlated motion versus motion leading to long range diffusion. It is however a good estimate

to compare the local ionic motion mechanisms that would contribute to bulk ionic conductivity.

Table 2: Estimated lithium ion activation energies EA for the doped Li2ZrO3 samples as well as
pure Li2ZrO3 determined from the 7Li relaxation measurements from 523–873 K.

Sample EA (eV)
Li2ZrO3 0.43 ± 0.03

Li1.95Zr0.95Nb0.05O3 0.41 ± 0.01
Li1.95Zr0.95Ta0.05O3 0.44 ± 0.03
Li2.05Zr0.95Y0.05O3 0.91 ± 0.07

The dominant mechanism for lithium diffusion in pure Li2ZrO3 is considered to be direct hop-
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Figure 11: Arrhenius fitting of the inverse correlation times τ−1, derived from the linear region of
the 7Li relaxation rates T1.

ping between crystallographic sites, requiring the presence of vacancies on both crystallographic

sites. The origin for these vacancies, even in a nominally fully stoichiometric material, was sug-

gested to result from the formation of a thin layer of a nonstoichiometric oxygen deficient phase

at grain boundaries.52–54 Li2O loss during synthesis may also result in Li and O vacancies. There

also may be small amounts of Nb and Ta impurities in the as-synthesised Li2ZrO3 (present

in the ZrO2 reagent) that would also lead to the formation of vacancies.

The estimated activation energy of Li2ZrO3 from this study is lower than previously re-

ported (0.64 eV) by Baklanova et al.,19 but is similar to the values found for both the Nb and

Ta doped compounds. The doping produces lithium ion vacancies which enable hopping be-

tween nearby atomic sites, and the similar activation energy for the pure Li2ZrO3 is evidence

that the same mechanism drives the lithium ionic motion in the undoped material as well.

While the activation energy doesn’t change upon doping, the overall conductivity likely in-

creases due to the increase in the concentration of vacancies. Further measurements utilising

impedance spectroscopy are planned to further characterise the influence of local structural

changes on the overall bulk conductivity of the material.
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The fact that the Y doped sample has a higher activation energy compared to the stoichio-

metric Li2ZrO3 indicates that the additional Li atoms present in the structure somehow impede

the vacancy hopping mechanism. These additional Li atoms may also fill the vacancies formed

at the grain boundaries or in the bulk, further decreasing the available vacancy concentration in

the material and retarding the overall lithium mobility. Unfortunately, the limited stability range

for vacancy doping confirmed from the first principles calculations means that it is not possible to

synthesise compounds with higher concentrations of vacancies that might lead to more significant

changes in the rates of ionic motion compared to pure Li2ZrO3.

Further studies to improve our understanding of the formation of nonstoichiometric phases at

grain boundaries will better elucidate the role they play in controlling ionic diffusion, as clearly

this will also influence their effect on CO2 absorption that also primarily occurs at surfaces and

along grain boundaries. Investigating strategies to stabilise higher doped phases is also planned, in

order to understand the connection between vacancy concentration and ionic diffusion.

Reviewing previous studies on Li2CO3,15 it was hypothesised that lower barriers to Li ionic

motion lead to higher rates of CO2 absorption, as there appeared to be a connection between the

higher rates of Li ionic motion activated at higher temperatures that corresponded well with the

temperatures at which more rapid absorption was seen. In the current work this theory is consistent

with the slower absorption rate of the Y doped sample as compared to pure Li2ZrO3 observed in

the TGA analysis, as the introduction of interstitial doping results in a higher activation energy

barrier for Li motion. However, the converse behaviour is not observed for the Nb and Ta doped

samples, which would be expected to display more rapid CO2 absorption consistent with their

higher vacancy concentration as compared to Li2ZrO3.

One theory that would support our results is that Nb and Ta doping has a significant influence

on the carbonation equilibria of Li2ZrO3, decreasing the temperature required to regenerate the

starting material. Considering the reaction in Equation (1), any modification that increases the

stability of the Li2ZrO3 phase relative to Li2CO3 and ZrO2 would cause the equilibrium to shift to

the left, leading to a decrease in the amount of carbonated products formed. As discussed earlier,
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when entropic effects are included the Nb and Ta doped samples are in fact found to be more stable

than pure Li2ZrO3 (for small doping values), and therefore at the constant temperature at which the

thermogravimetry in Figure 10 was performed, these doped samples would carbonate to a lesser

extent relative to pure Li2ZrO3. The equilibrium would only have to shift by 50–100 K to lead to

this effect, which is reasonable given the doping free energy is on the order of∼ 0.05 eV (Figure 6).

Unfortunately, the two factors of equilibrium and ionic mobility are not able to be maximised

simultaneously: if the reaction is carried out at lower temperatures to shift the equilibrium back

towards carbonation, then the ionic conduction is reduced and minimal carbonation is observed.

A shift in equilibrium would also change the driving force for any ionic diffusion, which might

also contribute to the slower than expected carbonation. This work therefore underlines the need

to investigate doping schemes that can maximise gains in ionic dynamics while having careful

control over the overall carbonation thermodynamics.

Conclusions

In this work we successfully synthesised various doped samples of Li2ZrO3 and used a combina-

tion of x-ray diffraction, theoretical calculations and solid state NMR to characterise their structure

and rates of Li ionic mobility.

Vacancy doping with Nb and Ta was shown to lead to similarly lower energies of activation for

Li motion as compared with interstitial doping with Y, and in the T1 measurements these vacancy

doped materials had similar activation energies to the pure Li2ZrO3 material. Unfortunately, all

the doped samples displayed inferior CO2 absorption behaviour to Li2ZrO3, indicating that doping

can also have a detrimental effect on the carbonation equilibria of the target material that works

against the improvements in ionic conductivity created by the doping

This work shows the different strategies that can be used to characterise ionic motion in solid

materials, and to quantify accurately the effect of different chemical doping methods. In particular,

solid state NMR is a powerful technique in this respect, and shows promise to develop further our
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understanding of the connection between structure, ionic motion and physical properties that are

central to the development of novel CCS materials. It also underlines the balancing act that must

be considered when developing new materials and doping schemes, aiming for significant changes

in ionic conductivity without compromising the overall desired reaction thermodynamics.
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